D. Project Description
1 Introduction
The insider threat. Insider attacks are an extremely serious and pervasive security problem. For obvious reasons, an insider attack has the highest damaging potential for an organization. According to a 2010 U.S. Secret Service/CERT/Microsoft E-Crime report [36], 67% of the respondents reported that insider attacks are the most costly and
damaging type of attacks. About 51% of respondents to the survey who experienced a cyber security event experienced
an insider attack. The severity of the problem has prompted the organization of many recent meetings and workshops
on the topic such as NSA Workshop [5], ACM CCS Workshop [4], MIST [2, 6, 7], SEI Training Workshop [8], Dartmouth and Columbia Workshop [1], and the RAND Study [20]. Insider attacks such as masquerading and privilege
abuse are well-known threats in the financial, corporate and national defense domains [24, 161]. Attackers may abuse
legitimate privileges to conduct snooping or data-harvesting [142] with malicious intent (e.g., espionage). The Bradley
Manning incident in late 2009 exemplifies the severity of insider attacks. Manning, then an intelligence analyst for the
U.S. Army based in Iraq, (allegedly) leaked a myriad of classified documents containing national defense information
to the website Wikileaks, including the now infamous “Collateral Murder” video, the “Afgan war documents,” the
“Iraq war documents,” various military logs and diaries, and more than 250,000 diplomatic cables by 260 embassies
and consulates in 180 countries [95].
Detecting, mitigating, or recovering from insider attacks is extremely challenging. First, coming up with a useful
definition of an insider attack is already difficult. Generic definitions which capture most insider attacks, such as
the RAND’s report definition [20], are too vague and too wide in scope to be useful in designing and implementing
a practical attack detection and mitigation tool. Second, separating normal behaviors from (inadvertently or not)
malicious behaviors by an insider is difficult, even for human inspectors. Third, even if one can precisely characterize
normal user behavior, say, by statistically profiling access patterns, these profiles keep changing over time. The
detection engine has to be able to smoothly adapt to these normal behavioral shifts. Fourth, the attacker – being an
insider – will probably have knowledge of the profiling strategies and thus s/he can adapt to the profiling accordingly.
Last but not least, it is very difficult to obtain meaningful and realistic data to validate insider detection and mitigation
approaches. In domains where the insider threat is a dangerous problem, such as the banking or military sectors, data
are sensitive and confidential and thus hard to come by.
This proposal plans to face the above challenges with the following key components. (1) Narrow down the enormous scope of the problem to a manageable yet still meaningful domain; (2) Propose a novel methodology for user
profiling and statistical model building; (3) Partner with a large financial institution; (4) Integrate a unique combination
of expertise from the PIs, ranging from machine learning, databases, to security, and algorithms.
Our focus. All of the challenges above are manifested in hundreds of examples reported in the studies by CERT
and the U.S. Secret Service [161]. The results indicate that a multi-pronged approach involving the understanding
of psychological, organizational, technical aspects of the problem, along with their temporal correlations is probably
most effective. While this recommended multi-front framework certainly makes sense, it is too vague to be directly
translatable into a technical solution. Furthermore, modeling and validating psychological and organizational aspects
is beyond the scope of a computer system research project. Consequently, this proposal focuses only on specific
technical aspects of the problem. Even in the purely technical domain there is still a massive ground to cover.
In particular, we will focus on formulating and devising a solution to the insider attack problem on relational
database management systems (RDBMS). We devise concrete plans to validate and evaluate our solutions by intimately
collaborating with a large financial institution to build a prototype insider threat detection engine operating on their
operational, consumer, and commercial RDBMS. We chose RDBMS as the technical target for three reasons: (1) we
want to narrow down the enormous scope of the problem to a more manageable level so that real and measurable
progress can be made, (2) RDBMS is one of the most pervasive pieces of technologies in use today, which are also
highly susceptible to insider attacks, and (3) we have a novel idea for insider attack detection in RDBMS which has
been demonstrated in a recent work [94].
We believe that the most effective method for dealing with the insider threat problem is to statistically profile
normal users’ behaviors (i.e., database access patterns) and change the “threat level” appropriately when a user deviates
from his/her routines. For example, a good statistical profiler should be able to detect many types of sabotage attacks,
quick data harvesting attacks, or masquerading attacks because the statistical computing footprints of those actions
should be significantly different from the day-to-day activities. The idea of profiling users for insider threat detection
in particular and security-related anomaly detection in general is certainly neither new (see, e.g., [50, 82, 145]) nor
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surprising (attacks are anomalous). The novelty lies in the answers to two critical and intertwined questions: (1) how
do we model and construct user profiles? and (2) how to use the profiles to detect insider attacks? Our proposed
research is centered around these two questions, built upon an idea called the query-semantics approach.
Main idea: data access pattern reveals query semantics. Perhaps the most natural user “profile” is (the syntax
of) the set of SQL queries a user issues daily to a database, or more concretely some feature vectors representing past
SQL queries. (See, e.g., [71].) This approach has the advantage that the query processing phase of the attack detection
system is computationally light. However, in a recent paper [94] we have demonstrated that this syntax-centric view
is ineffective for database insider threat detection. On the one hand, queries may differ widely in syntax yet produce
the same result, causing the syntax-based detection engine to generate false positives. On the other hand, syntactically
similar queries may produce vastly different results, leading to high false negative rate.
Our main idea and also our conviction is that the best way to distinguish normal vs. abnormal (or good vs.
malicious) access patterns is to focus on what the user is trying to access – the result of the query itself – rather than
just how s/he expresses it, i.e., the SQL queries. Two syntactically similar queries should be considered different if
they result in different tuple sets. In other words, this approach values the semantics of the queries more than their
syntax. When a malicious insider tries to acquire new knowledge about data points and their relationships, the data
points the insider accesses are necessarily different from the old accessed points. To illustrate the idea of looking at
the data access region to capture query semantics, consider two queries
Q1)
Q2)

SELECT p.product_name, p.product_id FROM PRODUCT p WHERE p.cost = 100 AND p.weight > 80;
SELECT p.product_name, p.product_id FROM PRODUCT p WHERE p.cost > 100 AND p.weight = 80;

It should be obvious that for non-trivial databases the results of Q1 and Q2 are very different. Yet, a syntaxbased approach such as the one used in [71] will extract exactly the same syntactical feature vector from Q1 and Q2
thus consider them identical. Syntax analysis, even if very detailed (taking into account the topology of the query
parse tree, distinguishing between ‘=’ and ‘>’ in the above examples) is difficult given the expressiveness of the
SQL language. Syntax analysis involves determining query equivalence, that is difficult to perform correctly. In fact,
query containment and equivalence is NP-complete for conjunctive queries and undecidable for queries involving
negation [23]. Our approach is to peek into the data access regions of queries; therefore we bypass the computational
intractability of syntax analysis.
Our recent work [94] showed that the query-semantics approach is very promising. In particular, we devised a
scalable feature extraction method where each user’s query is represented by a vector in a space whose dimension
is only dependent on the database schema, independent of the number of returned tuples (the size of the data region
accessed by the query). These feature vectors are then used to train specifically chosen machine learning algorithms,
including k-mean clustering and support vector machine (SVM). Preliminary results indicated that our learners can
be accurate in detecting several types of attacks, including data harvesting and role masquerading. Our tests were
based on an actual graduate admissions database which we have access to. Obviously, a typical graduate admissions
database and the damages resulting from “insider attacks” on such databases are not significant enough to demonstrate
that our solution is effective in a “real-world” setting. For this reason, we have sought out to an industrial partner with
important data, large databases, and a much greater loss potential.
Industrial Partner. Our supporting partner for this proposal is M&T bank, a very large financial institution headquartered in Buffalo. (See supporting letter from Mr. John Walp, Administrative Vice President and Chief Information
Security Officer of M&T Bank.) M&T bank offers a wide range of financial services, including consumer and commercial banking, securities trading, as well as investment and insurance. Many of the attacks/incidents happened at
the bank that the M&T security team was allowed to reveal to us were insider attacks. Here are three examples. The
first incident which incurred a loss of $2.5 million involves a home equity line of credit (HELOC) wire transfer fraud.
Several customers with large HELOC balances were setup in Web Banking to allow the funds from their lines of credit
to be transferred into their regular Web Banking accounts. This was accomplished by the fraudsters social engineering
the telephone banking center (TBC) staff and by knowing the exact date the customer’s account had been opened.
Some of the impacted customers had been with the bank for over 20 years and the bank’s analysis indicated that even
the customers themselves were extremely unlikely to remember those dates. The exact opening dates of users’ accounts were only viewable within one system in the bank. In the second incident, a trader based in the stock trading
unit initiated thousands of transactions without customer permission in order to drive up his commissions. The loss
from this incident was estimated at $650 million. In a third incident, an insider ran human resource database queries
in an attempt to find out how much everyone in the Technology department was making, all the way up to the CTO.
The perpetrator was able to access the system and run queries with no restrictions or alerts. The perpetrator was only
caught when they revealed their findings to other staffers. All three incidents involved insiders, and could have been
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detected by a query-semantics-driven approach such as ours. In the first incident, the act of viewing account opening
dates is abnormal in the sense that the insider was looking into a corner of the data space that normally is not accessed.
In the second incident, the volume of data movement was the indicator. The third incident is quite similar. In fact,
our prior work [94] was designed specifically to catch “browsing” attacks like this one. In summary, even though the
query-semantics approach has not been tested “in the wild,” we strongly believe that the approach has great potential.
In fact, after learning of our approach, the M&T security team fully agreed with it. Eric Ayotte, Vice President and
Manager of Network Security at M&T, has agreed to serve as a consultant for this project, and his team has also
committed to provide logistical support for this project if it is funded.
Outline of proposed research. While the preliminary work was encouraging, there is still much to be accomplished.
(1) The false positive and false negative rates for data harvesting and masquerading attacks are still high, ranging
from about 10% to 18%. Furthermore, as alluded to earlier, the test database was not economically significant nor
sufficiently large to validate our approach. There remains considerable ground to cover in terms of statistical modeling
of the problem to improve the failure rates and in terms of realistic evaluation and prototyping. (2) A significant
challenge that [94] did not address is that of a dynamic database, with data insertions, deletions, and updates. Updates
to the database will cause the user profiles to be “shifted” statistically, rendering learned models eventually obsolete.
(3) In modeling the insider attacks, in [94] we were only able to detect attacking queries if a single query imposed a
relatively significant change in the statistical signature as compared to normal queries. For data harvesting, e.g., this
deviation needs not hold if the attacker is smart: he can “spread out” his attack over time such that individual queries
are not abnormal, but the collection of queries within a certain time window is. Correlations between temporally
nearby query results are a fundamental piece of information to be taken advantage of. (4) Even when a group of
near-by queries can be deemed anomalous, the attacker can mix and match attacking queries with normal queries to
camouflage the attack. (5) An important piece of information which was not specifically modeled in [94] was the
correlation between the syntax of a SQL query, other contextual features such as source IP address, duration, timestamps, and the data-region of the query result. In a masquerading attack, e.g., one can envision the attacker trying to
mimic the syntax of a normal SQL query to obtain a different query result. By exploring the correlation between the
input query and the output tuples, we should be able to detect subtle anomalies.
It should be emphasized again that data access region features are not the only features available for profiling
users. For example, we will also take advantage of syntax-based features, and more behavioral indicators such as the
source machine, inter-arrival time between queries, session durations, and database transactions. However, the “data
as semantics” idea will be the driving force. The project is roughly divided into four thrusts, each of which addresses
some combination of the above issues in a coherent manner. What follows is an outline of what to be done in each
thrusts, leaving the detailed discussions of how we plan to accomplish the tasks to Section 3.
• Thrust 1. We aim to work on designing new “baseline” learning models to significantly reduce the false positive
and false negative rates. The models are called “baseline” because in this thrust we will work with features that
are generic to RDBMS, not tied to a specific domain such as finance; also, we will work with relatively static
databases where updates are infrequent. The new models will be hierarchical and mixture models, which are
much more expressive in terms of capturing non-unimodal profiles. At the same time, we will also build a
prototype to evaluate and feedback into our models using several databases in active use at M&T bank with the
help of their security team. The main threat models used for evaluation are data harvesting, role masquerading,
and privilege escalation which we will define and develop extending the outline shown in our prior work [94].
• Thrust 2. Once a collection of reasonably good baseline learning models has been designed and the software
prototype has established a pipeline for model validation and feedback, we will delve deeper into the more
specific financial domain, where the generic baseline models may not provide adequate performance in terms
of false positive and negative rates. To address this issue, we will incorporate expert domain knowledge into
the models in at least two ways. First, to increase the detection rate, the M&T security team will help with
red-teaming exercises, i.e. they will “attack” our prototype software. The attacks essentially apply years of
expertise gathered by the security experts, allowing us to tune “knobs” in the models. Second, to reduce the
false positive rates the domain experts can also teach us the operation rules at the bank explaining why some
accesses with abnormal access patterns are in fact normal. We will present later specific statistical approaches
for improving the “false positive fatigue” issue, one of the hardest problems in intrusion detection.
• Thrust 3. Modeling access patterns into data-regions of a static space is expected to be easier than modeling
access patterns into a “moving” space. When the database is updated, the data points that it possesses are moved,
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deleted, or inserted. In a sense there is a dynamical system that our models have to capture. For example, if the
normal behavior is to move things at a slow pace (say, salary increases in small percentage), then a fast pace
dynamics should raise a red flag. Modeling such dynamics in a discrete space is a challenging and exciting
statistical problem, which should have applications elsewhere. Since a temporal dimension is considered and
modeled here, it is natural to attempt to deal with stealthy attacks too.
• Thrust 4. Along with statistical modeling, the evaluation of the models has to be done through a prototype
software system interfacing with the RDBMS. This will require us to address issues related to efficiently logging
database state and user behavior, as well as providing low-latency responses to online classification requests.
One solution to both problems might be to perform some or all of the feature selection, model training, and
feedback looping in the database itself. Selecting an appropriate distribution of effort between these two domains
is critical to ensuring the efficiency and responsiveness of any practical prototype.
Intellectual merit. First, the insider threat problem is a notoriously hard security problem to pin down, as is welldocumented [20, 36, 161]. We believe that our narrowing down the problem’s scope to RDBMS in itself is a useful
conceptual step, which not only helps design a solution, but also paves the way for feasible independent benchmarking and validation. The ubiquity of RDBMS makes our problem domain highly relevant, not only to insider threat
detection specifically but also to anomaly detection in databases as a whole. Second, coming up with learning models
and algorithms for capturing users’ behavior, taking into account data updates and temporally correlated query results,
is itself an important problem. For example, in addition to profiling user behavior from a security standpoint, we can
also use user profiles for caching and query optimization [48, 65]. Third, our problem domain provides an important
and challenging ground for applications and further developments of a number of areas of active interest in both statistics and machine learning communities, including hierarchical and nonparametric modeling and structured prediction.
Although our focus is detection of insider threats, the statistical learning techniques developed here will be general
and will be useful for other applications as well. Compared to existing anomaly-based intrusion detection solutions,
the major novelty of this proposal lies in the data-driven semantics approach and new statistical modeling ideas for the
problem. Fourth, good threat models and assessment methodology for insider attack mitigation in RDBMS is a contribution to the security research community at large. All insider threat detection engines need realistic and systematic
threat models for benchmarking and performance comparisons. Finally, by integrating ideas from statistics, machine
learning, algorithms, databases and security, this project will introduce new issues and develop new techniques that
have the potential of making a tangible and profound impact on these fields.
PIs Ngo and Upadhyaya have been working together on the insider threat problem for about 7 years. They and their
students have developed a combinatorial insider threat model for organizational networks [32], analyzed its complexity
[32] and also developed a GUI tool and threat analysis algorithm based on the model [57] as part of an earlier DARPA
project. They collaborated on the recent preliminary RAID’2010 paper [94] which proposes the data-centric idea and
illustrates its potentials for detecting several types of insider attacks. PI Nguyen has been working on the development
of models and learning algorithms for detection problems, including detection of anomalies and change points in
networks and other distributed systems in the last 7 years (e.g., [67, 125, 133]). He also has considerable expertise in
hierarchical modeling and nonparametric statistics for structured data [121, 122, 128]. PI Kennedy has been working
on online monitoring tools for the past 7 years, including real time analytics and monitoring [13,73,75], as well as with
online validation of the correctness/security of critical systems [137]. He also has 4 years of experience in building
systems that interface databases with models and uncertain data [74, 76, 77].
Broader impacts. Accurate insider threat detection in RDBMS will undoubtedly be widely useful in business enterprises, academia, finance, and national defense sectors. Collaborating with an industrial partner on a real problem
that they care about on real data sets that are in active use has the potential to make the research impact immediate.
The research will be conducted under the aegis of the UB’s NSA- and DHS-certified center of excellence (CAE) in
Information Assurance whose mission includes the involvement of minority and women students in research. In the
last 10 years of its existence, the center, directed by one of the PIs, has mentored three undergraduate minority students
and three doctoral women students among tens of other MS and PhD students. The center has been conducting cyber
security awareness workshops as a means to attract students to work in cyber security and efforts will be made to fulfill
minority recruitment through the center. The center has reached out to high schools and middle schools by offering
these awareness workshops at their levels. The topic of this research will be a significant addition to the security
awareness workshops. Research results will be reported via technical papers and disseminated through a new research
webpage at the CAE, and through conferences and journals and the center’s future workshops.
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This multi-PI research uniquely connects databases, security and machine learning, opening up new research topics
for PhD students in computer science and engineering. The results of our research will be brought into classroom
first through the graduate seminar courses offered by the PIs at their respective institutions and after maturation,
will be integrated into the first level graduate courses on Computer Security and Database Systems in the form of
lecture modules and lab projects. In addition, the new statistical algorithms developed in this research will also be
recommended for teaching in the machine learning classes in our undergraduate and graduate programs.

2

Core Ideas, Preliminary Results, and Main Research Questions

Core Ideas. Consider an RDBMS where there are multiple users who regularly access the database in accordance
with their daily tasks. We monitor the users’ interactions with the database and construct user profiles based on past
interactions. Depending on the application domain, scalability and/or security concerns, instead of profiling single
users we can profile users in separate groups based on their roles. For example, in the graduate admission database
(GradVote) we used in [94], there are three roles: faculty, staff, and committee chair.
The atomic unit of interaction includes a SQL query (its syntax), the data region it accesses, updates, inserts, or
deletes as represented by the returned tuple set, new tuple set, or changes to existing tuples (its semantics), along
with contextual attributes such as timestamps, the issuing GUI/screen, the query source machine’s IP address and port
numbers, etc. All these information can be used to form a feature vector representing the atomic unit of user interaction
with the RDBMS. Computing a feature vector is called feature extraction. A user profile will be built from a temporally
sensitive history of feature vectors associated with a (group of) user. The insider threat detection engine consists of
statistical learning models on the feature space and detection algorithms working in concert to monitor activities and
adjust threat levels, raising an alarm whenever a user deviates “significantly” from his/her usual RDBMS interaction
footprint. The alarm does not have to be binary; it could be a threat/confidence level, and thus the classifiers can be
“soft” [92].
While it is not too hard to envision how to extract features from the query syntax (SQL, say) and contextual
attributes, it is not clear how one might extract features from the data region being accessed or updated. First, the
number of features we can extract from the contextual attributes and query syntax are data independent; hence, they
will not blow up the problem’s dimensionality. (There is a fixed and relatively small limit on the length of a SQL
query.) On the other hand, the set of tuples returned by a SELECT SQL statement is data dependent, and thus is
potentially unbounded; We do not know at model design time how large the database is. Second, the existence of
queries that modify the database makes it even harder to model the data access/update behavior.
We address the difficulty by looking at the problem in the following way. For the sake of clarity, let us ignore
the query syntax and contextual features and concentrate on the semantic features in order to briefly present the
intuition behind our approach. Let’s visualize a database as a single relation, called the Universal Relation [44, 93],
incorporating the attribute information from all the relations in the database. Each query by a user accesses, modifies,
inserts, or deletes a subset of tuples in the universal relations.
For further simplicity, let us first concentrate on the case when there is no modification query. This is true for
relatively static databases such as a human resource database. When there are infrequent changes, one can always retrain the statistical models. We will outline some strategies for dealing with frequent update queries in the next section.
The universal relation is a set of data points in a very high dimensional space called the data space. The dimension
of the space is the total number of different attributes in the universal relation. Each query accesses a region, or a set
of points (tuples), from the data space. A user profile has to accurately represent a collection of regions that the user
accessed in the past. For example, a bank teller might access tens of non-business customer records every day, mostly
on checking accounts. The major problem, as alluded to earlier, is that each accessed region might be too large; one
cannot simply concatenate all data points in the region into a feature vector.
In [94], we proposed the following idea. For each query we compute a statistical “summary” of the data region
the query accesses. The summary for a query is represented by a vector called the S-vector, whose dimensionality is
fixed regardless of the size of the corresponding data region. The S-vectors lie in the feature space, which is related to
but very different from the data space. Past queries (i.e., normal queries) from a user can be intuitively thought of as a
“cluster” in the feature space. (We emphasize that the term clustering is used here to convey the intuition behind the
approach, but we will not solely apply clustering-based learning algorithms.) When a new query comes, if its S-vector
“belongs” to the user’s cluster, it will be classified as normal, and abnormal otherwise. A key question is, of course,
how to construct the S-vectors and design statistical models to capture user profiles based on them.
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Preliminary results. In [94], S-vectors are composed of real-valued features, each representing a statistical measurement computed from the data region that the query accesses. Intuitively, an S-vector is a statistical summary of
the semantics of the query. Specifically, each attribute of the universal relation contributes a number of features to the
S-Vector according to the following rules. Each numeric attribute contributes the statistics Min, Max, Mean, Median
and Standard deviation, where the statistics are computed over all or a specifically or randomly chosen subset of the
returned tuples. For non-numeric attributes such as char or varchar, the standard statistics do not make sense. For
categorical attributes, for instance, the typical route is to expand a k-value attribute into a sub-vector of k binaryvalued attributes and compute statistics on them as usual. However, the expansion of categorical attributes may result
in an S-vector that has far too many dimensions, affecting the time-performance of the learner. We compromised by
replacing each categorical attribute with two numeric dimensions representing the total count of values, as well as the
number of distinct values for this attribute in the query result.
The dimensions of the S-vectors are completely determined by the database schema and independent of the number
of tuples returned by the corresponding query. Note that although this work did not take into account syntax and
contextual features of queries, its results are already encouraging. We performed our evaluations on GradVote, a
database at SUNY Buffalo used for evaluating graduate school applicants. In addition to testing the approach described
above, we also experimented with several other strategies for constructing S-vectors.
The first type of insider attacks we examined was the role masquerading attack. Here, the test database GradVote
has three major user roles: chair, faculty, and staff. We compared this approach with the syntax-based approach
from [71]. After an extensive set of experiments, it was determined that the k-mean clustering algorithm consistently
worked better than the approach from [71]. The second type of attack that we examined was data harvesting. Our
query-semantics method attained a much higher detection rate than the syntax-centric approach. In fact, the syntaxcentric approach of [71] does not work at all for this attack type. The focus here is on detecting syntactically similar
queries, but differ in output data (data-values, output volume, or both). This is a significant query anomaly since, in
a typical attack, a minor variation of a legitimate query can output a large volume of data to the attacker. This may
go undetected and may be exploited for the purpose of data-harvesting. In other attack variations, the volume of the
output may be typical, but the data values may be sensitive. We designed a couple of clustering-based outlier detection
models under the L2 and L∞ norms, which have good overall detection rate and suffer from 15-20% false positive
rates.
Main research problems. The core ideas presented above and the preliminary works opened the door to a host of
interesting and challenging problems. The following are not independent research problems as the answers to them
have to work in harmony to address the main issues described in the four thrusts described in the Introduction. Table
1 explains how they fit into the four thrusts.
1. Better feature extractions. Beside the obvious objective of dimensionality reduction to make the problem computationally feasible, feature extraction (when done correctly) also allows us to improve the accuracy of our
learning models because “noisy” information can be discarded via feature extraction. The S-vector construction
in [94] exhibits unimodal behaviors which are likely to be unrealistic. We need better feature extraction methods
that retain more information.
2. Incorporating domain knowledge of experts. The M&T bank security team has many years of expertise in
identifying security holes in their banking system, and their databases in particular. They are committed to
helping us to construct a taxonomy of the types of access patterns that could be considered threats and nonthreats, and will help us to perform red-team exercises. It is extremely unlikely that a generic learning model
without domain knowledge will provide us with a satisfactory answer. Hence, it is crucial that we build our
learning models with “knobs” that can be tuned using feedbacks from experts, and with exceptions that can be
used to filter both the false positive and false negative cases.
3. Reducing the false positive and false negative rates. The current false rates of 15% to about 20% of the generic
models in [94] are still too high, though better than the syntax-based approach. To reduce the false positive rate
we plan to design more expressive models, separated for different threats. In particular, hierarchical and mixture
models which capture a much wider range of activities will be a focus.
4. Dealing with dynamic databases. The clustering strategies in [94] outlined above worked relatively well for
database that are static. When the database is dynamic, in addition to accessing a region in the data space
each query can also insert new points into the space, move points from one part of the space to another, or
6

Table 1: How the problems fit into the four thrusts
Problem
Thrust 1
Thrust 2
Thrust 3
Thrust 4

1
X
X
X

2
X
X

3
X
X

4

5

6

X

X

X
X
X

7
X
X
X

8
X
X

9

X

X

remove a region of the space. The main question is how to “summarize” such queries, extract user profiles from
data updates. On the one hand, one can think of data updates as a collection of mappings from the data space
to itself. On the other hand, there is a strong sense of a dynamical system at work where temporally related
movements of data points form a pattern of user profile. Both modeling strategies pose distinct challenges.
Learning transformations is a highly interesting question which should have applications elsewhere (perhaps in
robotic and motion learning).
5. Modeling and detecting attacks spanning over time. A closely related problem to the dynamic data update
problem is to model and detect more stealthy attacks. The experiments in [94] were conducted in settings where
we want to detect single query attacks. A smart attacker will spread out his attack over some longer window
of time (or window of queries) so that individual queries are not abnormal but collectively over some period of
time they are. By making finer use of many other contextual features available in a database setting, such as
transactional operations and timings, source machine, query inter-arrival times, session durations, and the likes,
we should be able to detect slower attacks. Note that even when a group of near-by queries can be deemed
anomalous, the attacker can mix and match attacking queries with normal queries to camouflage the attack.
6. Making more sense of syntax and contextual features. In a masquerading attack, e.g., one can envision the
attacker trying to mimic the syntax of a normal SQL query to obtain a different query result. By exploring
the correlation between the syntax of the input query and its surrounding contextual attributes such as source
machine and IP address, time of day, etc. and the output tuples, we might be able to detect subtle anomalies.
Even the ordering of the returned tuples is also an important piece of information. (A faculty member, for
example, might constantly be ranking candidates in the graduate admission database by GRE scores.)
7. Constructing threat models categorizing the types of attacks we aim to detect. The threat models drive the
evaluation process. A threat model should be “just right” in the sense that it is not too complex to the point of
being intractable, and not too simple to the point of being practically useless. There is a natural tension between
false positive and false negative rates. False negative rate can be improved by specifically tailoring the statistical
models to specific threats. The M&T bank security team has committed to helping us with this problem.
8. Building a prototype and evaluation framework. Computing a feature vector from a given query is an absolutely
non-trivial task from the point of view of database engineering. The obvious approach of computing the query,
store the results somewhere to extract the feature vector out is both very taxing on the system and perhaps even
unnecessary depending on the types of features we need to extract from the query results. Furthermore, when
there are updates on the data, it is not clear how one even “stores” the intermediate results for feature extraction.
There are also serious privacy issues we need to address when we build, test, and deploy the prototype system
at M&T site.
9. Using database operations for statistical model building. To address the space and time complexity requirements for feature extraction, model training, we will also study how to use existing database technologies as
a “blackbox” to train the models. This is a rather intriguing problem that will have applications far beyond
database security.
In the next section, we outline our plan to attack the above problems.
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3

Proposed Research Plan

Reducing the false positive and false negative rates is perhaps the most important and the most difficult problems
in any intrusion detection system in general and in insider threat detection in particular. Hence, while we plan to
address the major research problems presented above, let us summarize right off the bat specifically on how we plan
to reduce the false positive rates, before delving deeper into technical details of the strategies provided in sub-sections
that follow. In addition to the query-semantics idea, we believe that the combination of strategies outlined below is
novel in the intrusion detection and insider threat detection arena.

False positive rate

False negative rate

3.1

Strategies
Separate soft-classifiers for separate threats
Enrich model power by considering hierarchical and mixture models
Incorporate organizational structure into hierarchical non-parametric or Bayesian model
Better feature extraction, incorporating domain knowledge, syntax and contextual features
Separate soft-classifiers for separate threats
More concise threat taxonomy
Penetration testing and red-teaming exercise done by M&T security team
Better feature extraction, incorporating domain knowledge, syntax and contextual features

Outline of strategy

The main research problems outlined in the previous section are closely related. Our strategy for dealing with them
is as follows. At a high level, the query-semantics approach to insider threat detection is a generic learning problem:
we seek to learn a collection of mappings fy : X → {0, 1}, where X represents the space of an individual user’s
database access footprints, and y ∈ Y represents the threat signature in question (such as data harvesting, sabotage
attack); fy (X) = 1 means that the database access footprint X is considered an insider threat of type y; fy (X) = 0
means no threat. Learning separate (soft) classifiers for separate threats is already very different from the way we dealt
with the problem in [94] where one classifier was trained for different threat types; this strategy is expected to improve
both the false positive and false negative rates.
As discussed before, standard off-the-shelf machine learning algorithms (e.g., for clustering, classification, regression) are not readily applicable to this problem. A major component of the proposed research is to develop new
statistical machine learning techniques in order to achieve state-of-the-art performance by reducing both false positive
and false negative rates for insider threat detection. We accomplish this by taking advantage of structural dependencies
that exist in the space of DB access footprints X , and structural dependencies among various attack signatures. We
anticipate that incorporating these structural dependencies in a principled manner will require nontrivial extensions of
existing machine learning technologies, and the development of fundamentally new statistical and algorithmic ideas.
A false positive indicates that a normal behavior was not captured well by the model. In a detection problem the
false positive rate can be improved by having more expressive and accurate models for normal DB access patterns
for all insider users. In particular, we will look for better feature extraction methods and more powerful models. A
false negative means we do not understand the threat well. To reduce the false negative rate, we need a more concise
characterization of the threats and somehow embed this knowledge in the model. Accuracy can be improved in both
cases by obtaining decision functions fy with a stronger statistical correlation to actual attack signatures (via more
accurate threat models). The M&T security team will help us with constructing a more realistic and concise taxonomy
of threats that they actually care about. We next describe our modeling ideas and then discuss strategies for translating
models to actionable detection algorithms.
For dealing with dynamic databases, the feature extracted can no longer be a simple set of tuple statistics. At the
very least, we need to indicate the operation type (update, insert, delete, access), along with the statistics of the data
to be updated, inserted, deleted, or accessed. Thus, the first step toward dealing with dynamically changing databases
is a better feature extraction method. A potentially difficult problem imposed by dynamism in the data is that abrupt
changes to the data might throw our model off-guard as the model was trained based on past data. Fortunately, if our
model is any good, then it should be able to detect the abrupt (malicious) change in the data. And, expressive mixture
models can also deal with abrupt changes by adding a new mixture component.
Coping with attacks that last over a time interval is also difficult. The obvious approach is to enlarge the feature
vectors to include a window of past queries, taking into account temporal information such as time of day, inter-query
times, and system information such as source machine and the issuing GUI. For smart attacks that combine normal
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and malicious queries, we will need a way to model how the attacker’s knowledge is accumulated over time, using
some Markov-like models. The tight coupling of the threat models and the statistical model will definitely help.
Overall, the main research components toward solving the problems are better (i.e., more expressive) models that
include better feature extraction methods, the translation of models into detection algorithms, and finally realistic
threat models working in concert with the other two components.

3.2

Feature extraction and models for user profiling

In prior work [94], the information given by user query X ∈ X is described by a summary vector of feature
vector called S-Vector, denoted hereafter by S(X). Then S(X) is fed into a standard machine learning algorithm for
anomaly detection. Although economical from a computational standpoint, this choice presents detrimental strictures
resulting in substantial loss of information on a given user’s access profile. First, many components of a deterministic
summary vector S(X) tends to exhibit unimodal behaviors, which are typically unrealistic — we expect that any user
can exhibit reasonably diverse typical access behaviors depending on different types of normal activities. Second, due
to the law of averages many components of S(X) may not have sufficiently distinguishing effects across different
users. Neither do they exhibit noticeable changes over time, if abnormal activities are (intentionally) embedded within
larger proportions of normal activities. This suggests the need for appropriate expansions of the feature vector S(X),
and a richer modeling approach to capture its heterogeneous behavior. For example, the vector of summary statistics
S(X) can be augmented with database-specific information about the level of sensitivity of records that a user query
attempts to access to. It is here that domain expertise is required to tune meaningful “knobs” of the statistical models.
To obtain more expressive representations of a normal access behavior by each user we will consider the use of
mixture models. The idea is to capture potentially multi-modal access patterns: the same user or group of users might
perform different types of tasks with distinct access signatures. Key to the mixture model is the notion of a mixing
Pk
discrete measure (distribution), G =
i=1 pi δθi , which specifies typical access behaviors parameterized by θi ’s
and mixing proportions pi ’s. Given a typical behavior θi , there is conceptually a conditional probability distribution
P (S(X)|θi ), and more generally P (X|θi ). The use of a relatively low dimensional summary vector S(X) makes it
amenable to parametric specifications for the conditional probability distribution. For instance, we can use Gaussian
distributions, leaving the means and covariance matrices to be empirically estimated from data. The normal mixture
model can capture very complex heterogeneous behaviors when the number of mixing components (k) is large.
We will also aim to exploit statistical sharing and heterogeneity derived from user groupings, which strongly
correlate with access privileges and behaviors. For each user u there is a mixture model Gu , herein subscripted by the
Pk
user index. Specifically, we write Gu = i=1 pui δθiu . The data (i.e., access activities) for each user may be sparse.
This issue can be overcome, however, due to the observation that users are a priori designated into different groups
and subgroups with different access privileges and responsibilities. It is expected that users that belong to the same
groups (or subgroups) usually share a subset of typical access behaviors. As a result, it is possible to borrow statistical
information from other members in the same group to make inferences about the behavior of any individual user,
even if we do not have enough data to support for the whole range of behaviors permissible according to his or her
privileges. For example, inside members in a bank’s database can be subdivided into different groups such as board of
directors, team leaders, and employees. Employees may be further subdivided into groups focusing on business loans,
consumer finance, credit analysis, human resources, IT support, etc. There are also overlapping subgroups endowed
with different privileges. Evidently, the grouping need not be exclusive – some users are associated with multiple
group memberships whose range of activities are expected to be more diverse than others.
The above intuitions motivate the development of hierarchical modeling, an effective approach that has seen much
progress in recent machine learning and Bayesian statistics literature. To simplify our discussion, suppose for now
the grouping can be organized as a tree structure: A group may be subdivided into disjoint subgroups, each of which
may be further subdivided. A node in the tree corresponds to a subgroup. A user belongs to only one path in the
Pk
tree. Following the standard hierarchical modeling approach, we envision a mixing distribution G0 = i=1 pi0 δθi0 ,
which represents all typical activity behaviors if we are to pool all users together (regardless of their grouping associations). Each group v, can be represented by a mixing distribution Gv , which varies around the centering distribution G0 . Suppose that group v (consumer finance) is subdivided further into subgroups vw (e.g., general banking,
credit cards and mortgages). Then there are mixing distributions Gvw associated such subgroups, and the Gvw can
be assumed to vary around Gv . Finally, a user that belongs to subgroup vw is endowed with mixing distribution
Pk
Gvwu = i=1 pvwu
δθivwu .
i
Hierarchical modeling, either in a parametric (cf. [138]), or a nonparametric Bayesian setting (e.g., [158]) is quite
natural for a tree-structured organization of user profiles, especially if subgroups are non-overlapping and statistically
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exchangeable with one another in the same level of the tree structure. In reality, both assumptions may be too restrictive for the databases that we consider. In a recent work [121] we proposed a nested hierarchical Dirichlet process
framework that no longer requires the exchangeability among groups. In particular, the mixing distributions Gv associated with groups v’s need not be centering around the same G0 . This approach will be extended to accommodate the
modeling of profiles for users who are associated with more than one subgroups.
Incorporating domain knowledge of privileges and typical behaviors. The usefulness of the model hinges on the
ability to incorporate effectively domain-knowledge of the database and its usage, according to the known organization
structures, its entailed privileges and rules. Organization structures can be encoded in the construction of model
hierarchy, as already mentioned above. Members from the same designated groups are expected to have statistically
similar access profiles. The knowledge about privileges and rules is crucial in designing relevant features (variables)
that define the model. For instance, a member in the IT support groups may have access to the computing accounts
by others, but not bank-wide accounts. The credit analysis group has partial access to bank-wide accounts, while the
corporate finance group has access to the credit analysis group’s records but only limited access to individual banking
accounts. These accesses can be represented by a collection of features that are essentially count variables of accesses
or attempted accesses within a certain time window. These variables are time-stamped and also indexed by locations
of database which are designated by users’ privileges – they are represented by θiu , θiwu , . . . and components of S(X).
By virtue of nonparametric Bayes, the number of typical access behaviors is left unbounded and can be learned
directly from data. This is a desirable feature in our approach to detecting unanticipated anomalies, because fixing
k may inject undesirable bias in the estimates of typical normal behavior, negatively impacting both false positive
and misdetection rates. In a nonparametric Bayesian approach, as more data (queries) are taken into account, more
mixing components (clusters) may be introduced into the (unsupervised) learning and inference. A new component is
introduced because it is significantly different from existing components. The addition may be attributed to an unusual
activity that is potentially part of an imminent or on-going attack, but it may also be a relatively new but perfectly
legitimate access pattern that can eventually be verified with more supporting data. It is not (yet) necessary to raise
a flag at the addition of a new mixing component — this important task lies in the design of detection (prediction)
algorithms that we describe in the next section, where we also describe how to incorporate structure dependence
existing in threat models.

3.3

From models to detection algorithm

Given a query pattern X ∈ X , which is represented in terms of summary vector S(X), we also obtain additional latent features, denoted herein by θ(X). (θ(X) contains both typical behaviors and associated proportion probabilities).
At the simplest level, both S(X) and θ(X) can be fed into a standard anomaly detection algorithm. For concreteness, we will use a state-of-the-art one-class support vector machine (SVM) (see, e.g., [143] for basic ideas), although
other methods will also be considered. Central to the SVM is the notion of a kernel function K(X, X 0 ). We define
K(X, X 0 ) = K1 (S(X), S(X 0 )) + K2 (θ(X), θ(X 0 )) to combine kernel function for both“raw” data S(X), S(X 0 ),
and latent features θ(X), θ(X 0 ). Depending on the mixture model specifications, statistics of the latent features, which
may also be random, can be obtained. Thus, the similarity measure for θ(X), θ(X 0 ) may be evaluated by its expectation EK2 (θ(X), θ(X 0 )), which can be obtained as part of the posterior inference in the mixture models described
earlier.
The key ingredients of the proposed research is to develop principled methods for incorporating specific features
in our threat models to improve the performance of detection algorithms for specific threat signatures. It should be
noted that the term signature is used in this proposal in the statistical sense. Recall our basic machine learning
formulation of achieving a collection of binary classifiers fy : X → {0, 1}, where y represents a specific threat
category in Y. We identify two venues of developments for insider threat detection: (A) To exploit the structure
within each threat signature y, so as to develop a ranking-like detection function fy that maps X onto a richer discrete
space, which represents varying degrees of danger regarding a specific threat category. (B) To exploit the relationship
between different threat signatures in order to achieve “transfer learning.” Because there may be sharing in attack
patterns between different attack categories y, it is desirable to combine the data and inference for all related categories
in order to improve the performance for individual threat categories.
Exploiting expert knowledge of attack signatures. To motivate (A), consider a general insider attack sequence
consisting of intrusion, privilege escalation and goal [60]. (For an insider attack, the reconnaissance stage in its
traditional sense is non-existent). Each stage of the sequence can be considered as a threat. Thus, it would be more
useful to produce a detection function fy taking values in the space of attack stages rather than binary symbols. Recall
the three incidents discussed in Section 1: a HELOC wire transfer fraud, a trader’s fraud, and a browsing attack. In
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either case, the intrusion step may be captured by the latent variables that describe the (ab)normal access behaviors
as they are constrained by existing user privilege and associated typical profiles (e.g., mixture means). The level of
uncertainty is captured by the posterior of the latent variables, through which we may or may not be able to raise an
alarm. According to our threat signature, the attacker is likely to proceed to the next stage, i.e., privilege escalation.
This could give us further information and reduce the uncertainty of our inference about the nature of accesses. Indeed,
as the volume of the accesses exceeds a threshold, we may be able to raise an alarm regarding the trader’s fraud and
the browsing attack. The HELOC wire transfer fraud would have been detected, in coupling with the unusual access
to a certain part of the database, by the unusually large amount of transfer.
We note that the learning of fy cannot be formulated as a multi-class classification problem, because there is no
inherent relationship among the classes. Regression is also inappropriate. fy is most closely related to a ranking
function [91]. In contrast to standard ranking problems, a challenging issue is related to the lack of training data with
labels. Without many labels, a learned detection rule is defined by thresholding fy , where fy can be viewed as an
approximation (e.g., via compositions of kernel functions defined above) of the likelihood ratio between the empirical
distribution and the normal model. To improve the learning efficiency for threat models of interest, a possibility is
to use threat models (developed as part of our evaluation) to simulate the attack labels. This also provides a way of
evaluating the effectiveness of our threat models later to be applied to real data. Another possibility is to exploit the
natural temporal correlation of attack sequences, by considering sequences of queries over a window of time, rather
than aiming to rank queries individually. We will elaborate on this in the sequel.
Approach (B) is an extension of (A), by noting that a distinguishing feature of the threat detection problem is the
lack of data example that provides support for many different attack categories. Some categories are typically more
rare than others and accordingly harder to detect, yet they may also be the most damaging. We propose to exploit the
sharing of features/entities across different categories by combining them in a fully integrated learning framework.
The goal is to intercept not only attacks for which specific training examples were given, but broader classes of similar
attack signatures. We envision the use of a tree structure akin to a decision tree, where each node is associated with
an attack stage akin to CAG [32]. Each threat category is associated with a path in the decision tree, allowing paths
to share subsequences of nodes. The overall goal is to learn a function which maps one or multiple user queries
onto a path or a node in a path of the tree. Intuitively, queries that contain relatively strong evidence should enable
the decision function to land on nodes that are closer to the leaves, while nodes closer to the root represent weaker
confidence of the prediction.
Both (A) and (B) can be implemented within a single decision making framework: (A) can be viewed as learning
individual paths (chains) for each attack categories, while (B) is a more ambitious effort at integrating all these paths
together in a decision tree. Moreover, rather making inference on a single user query, we believe that both ideas will
be much more effective when multiple queries collected within a time window are considered together.
Dealing with attacks spanning over time. Stealthy insider attacks are rarely detectable based on the analysis of a
single access query. One has to string together a sequence of queries collected over certain time windows in order to
make credible prediction about an insider’s intention. To be clear, the objective is to learn decision functions which
map inputs in the form of sequences of queries onto outputs in the form of specific attack signatures. We discussed
previously several key modeling, data structure and algorithmic ingredients. The use of a hierarchy of mixture models
helps to reduce the dimensions while retaining the heterogeneity of normal behaviors present in the input space.
The use of decision chain and tree structures in the output space also helps to accommodate the transfer learning of
detection functions and prevents overfitting issues.
At the simplest level, the input is taken as a sequence of activity labels (obtained via the inference with mixture
models). Discarding the information on the temporal ordering of the labels, the proportions of activity types provide
very useful statistics for making inference about the user’s intention. (Temporal correlations may be easily taken into
account by using bigram and trigram statistics). Suppose that we have k activities labels, then an input point corresponds to a point in the k − 1 probability simplex. Threat categories are associated to partitions of the simplex, with
partition boundaries defined by detection functions. The partitioning of the output space, however, can be represented
by a cascade of increasingly refined decisions via a decision chain/tree described earlier, suggesting the adaptation of
structured prediction techniques (e.g., [40, 156]), especially if training data with attack labels are available.
When no such training data are available, we consider taking an unsupervised learning approach. The problem
described in (A) has some connection to the problem of part-of-speech tagging, for which a common tool is based
on hidden Markov models or other dynamic models designed for sequential data. To be clear, the standard tagging
problem presumes the possibility of tagging individual queries with attack stages by exploiting the latent sequential
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dependences (e.g., attack stages follow a hidden Markov chain), A notable aspect in our problem setting is that a
stealthy attack sequence may be intentionally embedded within other normal activities. It is through accumulation
of certain types of activities over time that enable the inference of specific attack stages. We anticipate extensions of
the HMM framework in which the transition between hidden stages need to respect the constraints imposed by the
decision chain/tree structures. Detection algorithms can be derived from smoothing/filtering algorithms in a dynamic
model in a standard way.
Model-free dimension reduction of the query space using divergence measures. We end this section by describing briefly an approach for reducing the immense dimensionality of input space X , which is hitherto accessed only
through the summary statistics S(X). For certain threat categories S(X) may not be suitable, because operator S
wipes out most relevant information needed for the inference of such type of attack. In this scenario, we need to
go back to the conceptual data-driven view of a query X, which represents a probability distribution on the space of
records in the DB. It is not possible to specify a full probabilistic model for X (mathematically speaking, X lives
in a space X of unbounded dimensions). However, it is possible to estimate the divergences between probability
distributions, using only samples from such distributions. Such model-free divergence estimation methods are readily available [128, 164]. The divergence measures between probability distributions may prove to be useful distance
measures for the space of queries. Indeed, the distances between queries can be fed into a nonlinear dimensional
reduction algorithm (such as the multi-dimensional scaling method) to obtain a low dimension representation which
retains approximate distances between original queries. From here the modeling and algorithms can proceed as before.

3.4

Prototype and Evaluation

The expected outcome of our research project is a practical software system that can be used to detect a large
class of realistic insider attacks in RDBMSs, with an emphasis on the finance sector. This system must not only be
accurate (i.e., have low false positive and false negative rates), but must also be computationally feasible in real-world
deployment. The prototype and the evaluation pipeline will be constructed in parallel with the other research activities
for two reasons: development is expected to be a long process, and all basic components of our research need constant
evaluation and feedback.
3.4.1 Databases at M&T Bank used for evaluation
Our collaboration with M&T Bank affords us the ability to address both concerns. Together with our industry
consultants, we have identified two active databases at M&T Bank that are exemplary of databases at high risk of
insider attacks. Both databases are run on a widely used commercial DBMS1 . The databases are “available” for
evaluation in the sense that the M&T security team will be able to help us construct our prototype, anonymize data
when necessary, conduct red-teaming attacks and speculate on potential loopholes both in our system and in their
system. The first database (DB1) is a human-resource database that is 160GB large, has 2000 tables, and about 50
users. The second database (DB2) manages wire-transfers, is 80GB large, has around 500 tables and 30,000 users.
Together, these two databases process a little over 10,000 queries (approximately 1,300 transactions) per day on
average. We believe that these databases will be sufficient for validating our initial proof of concept. If the initial proof
of concept is successful, we will identify further databases suitable for use in validating our results.
M&T Bank is already engaged in logging basic session information for accesses to these database systems for
regulatory reasons, using a commercial database activity monitoring system. We have confirmed the feasibility of
sustained logging of the full set of queries issued during each session on both databases. We have also confirmed
the possibility of obtaining clean-room access to the databases themselves, which will be sufficient to perform any
necessary testing of our prototype.
3.4.2 Evaluation, penetration testing, and red-teaming exercise
The obvious evaluation criteria are to reduce the false positive and false detection rates. These rates are directly
influenced by how we “inject” attacks into the system and thus by how we define attacks. The threat modeling component of our research is precisely to address this point. There are common-sense attacks that can be partly modeled
using statistical approaches such as data harvesting attacks (where the data regions accessed by individual queries suddenly shift or get too large in volume), role masquerading attacks (where one user’s access patterns resemble another).
There are known attacks in the finance domain that can be re-played. There are attacks that can only be envisioned
by experts who know the target domain very well and some of these attacks will be identified and classified by the
M&T Bank security team. They will help perform penetration testing and deeper red-teaming exercise; the knowledge
gained from such exercises feeds back to tune our models and creates exception cases for both normal and abnormal
1 We

avoid naming specific software packages at the request of M&T Bank’s security team
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activities.
We plan to judge detection rate based on three classes of previously identified threat: (1) Threats from previously identified attacks, (2) Threats injected into the trace data by our consultants, and (3) One or more hypothetical
simulated attack scenarios, designed by our consultants, and executed by one or more normal users of the exemplar
databases. It is important to note, as alluded to earlier, that our classifiers can and will be “soft” classifiers where confidence levels are assessed instead of a binary alarm/non-alarm recommendation. The information flow is not just from
the domain experts to us and our model; we expect our model to be able to identify (seemingly) anomalous activities
within their system and the experts will be able to explain to us whether such activities are considered normal. We
strongly hope that our models will pin-point strange patterns that they have not looked into. In the end, though, the
benchmark will still be the false negative and false positive rates, perhaps weighted by the confidence scores of the
soft classifiers.
3.4.3 Prototype development
We will begin with a simple prototype based on our prior work. This will allow us to refine our strategy for
deploying code alongside and into M&T Bank’s production environment, while simultaneously providing a set of
baseline metrics (accuracy, processing rate, resource consumption) for later comparison. Our initial prototype will
operate in an offline mode, reading in access logs generated by a commercial database logging system already in use
at M&T Bank for regulatory compliance. Database state will be initially assumed to be static; The offline processing
task will read necessary database state directly from the database during a low-use period. If necessary, the offline
processing task will read from a copy of the database state cloned during a low-use period. From this foundation we
will further develop the prototype through three stages: (1) Accuracy, (2) Efficiency, and (3) Extensions.
Stage 1. Although efficiency will be a concern, we will focus on the accuracy of our prototype on static databases.
Our prototype development will start with Thrust 1 problems where the main aim is to apply several ideas described in
the previous section to improve the false positive and negative rates: separate soft classifiers for separate threats, better
feature extraction using domain knowledge, mixture and hierarchical models that are much more expressive than the
ones used in [94]. We will validate our prototype in this stage by training and testing on recent and historical traces of
query activity on the two exemplar databases. Testing will be carried out on a secure testbed machine located within
the financial institution’s security domain. Whenever necessary, an anonymized copy of the databases and traces will
be used for testing and development as well. Although we will gather performance metrics at this stage, our primary
consideration will be accuracy (i.e., the detection and false positive rates).
Stage 2. We will address the challenges involved in deploying our prototype into a live production environment. The
primary research challenge of this stage will be ensuring that it is possible to classify user activity both in a timely
manner, and using only readily available hardware resources. We will explore a range of strategies: (1) Applying
batching and shared scan techniques to improve offline classification performance, (2) Developing cost estimation
for classification to better allocate compute resources, (3) Identifying fragments of the online classification process
amenable to precomputation techniques, and (4) Identifying ways to exploit incrementality in the classification process.
We will continue to validate the prototype’s performance and accuracy, as in Stage 1. At this stage we also start to
consider performance metrics such as memory and disk utilization, scalability, and classification rate. We will compare
these results against measurements of the rate and growth of utilization of the financial institution’s existing database
systems. Last but not least, expert domain knowledge will be incorporated into our prototype in the forms of exception
lists and model parameter tuning.
Stage 3. We start evaluation of the prototype on dynamic databases. We will start with a simple attacker model
where the entire attack is allowed only a single query. However, in contrast to our prior work, we will treat insertions,
updates, and deletions as a fundamental feature of user interaction with the database when designing our classification algorithm. We will examine more sophisticated attacks such as stealthy attacks (those spread out over multiple
queries) and coordinated attacks where multiple attackers each executes a fragment of an attack. The notions of
database/financial transactions will be incorporated into the prototype. Transactional properties such as duration, distribution of operations, and roll-backs are potential features. More nuanced deployment issues are considered such as
dealing with service accounts (which access the database on behalf of other users, e.g., web applications), friendlier
GUI for the detection engine, and the tradeoffs between accuracy and time/space complexity of the detection engine.

4

Related Work

Database security. The literature on intrusion/anomaly detection (IDS) is very large, some of which focused directly
on databases [14, 22, 30, 37, 50, 64, 70, 72, 81, 88, 90, 130, 163, 168, 171]. There is considerably less research on dealing
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with insider threats in general, let alone in databases. While IDS and insider threat detection have similarities, the
insider vs. outsider difference in the two problems creates an absolutely non-trivial barrier for trying to adapt IDS
solutions to the insider threat problem [14,89]. Cryptographic approaches to attack detection [3,19,49,59,98,150] are
both orthogonal and complimentary to our approach, and can be used to provide an additional layer of security on top
of our techniques but are not reviewed here.
In [87], temporal properties of data are utilized for intrusion detection in applications such as real-time stock
trading. Anomaly detection schemes dealing with SQL injection attacks in Web applications were studied in [80,162].
SQL injection attacks are a specific kind of database query anomaly that can be detected by our query-semantics
approach in a straightforward manner as shown in our prior work [94]. Data correlation between transactions is used
to aid anomaly detection in [66]. Similarly, dependency between database attributes is used to generate rules based on
which malicious transactions are identified in [153].
The DEMIDS system [34] detects intrusions by building user profiles based on their working scopes whose features
are syntax-based. In [86, 139], syntax-based systems were proposed where SQL statements are used to build “fingerprints” of legitimate transactions. In [25,46,148], database transactions are modeled using some kind of graphs or Petri
nets to capture the execution paths of normal activities. Database session identification is the focus of [170] where an
entropy-based model was used to profile queries within a session. A multiagent based approach is presented in [135];
relatively simple metrics such as access frequency, object requests and utilization and execution denials/violations are
used to audit user behavior. A specific kind of threat, viz. data modification attack is addressed in [132] by preventing
write operations that cross a certain threshold value for the data.
Prior approaches in the literature that most resemble ours are [152] and [71]. The solution in [152] is similar in
the use of statistical measurements; however the focus of the approach is mainly on detecting anomalies in database
modification (e.g., inserts) rather than queries. The query anomaly detection component is mentioned only in passing
and only a limited set of features (e.g., session duration, number of tuples affected) are considered. The recent syntaxbased work in [71] has the same overall detection goals as our work: detection of anomalies in database access by
means of user queries. Although the limitations of syntax-based detection schemes have been exposed by our earlier
work [94], the approach in [71] will be used in our research as a benchmark for evaluating the performance of our
approach. Commercial tools such as DBProtect [61] are now available for securing databases from misuse and abuse
but they represent largely audit-analysis based (first generation) solutions.
More closely related to our own approach is a class of auditing strategies that attempt to identify the source of
an attack that has already occurred; The attacker is assumed to have full logical access to the data, albeit through an
interface that logs their actions. Techniques for dealing with this class of attacker typically use a “secret”, or “audit”
query to describe a fragment of the database that is considered sensitive, or that has already been identified as having
been leaked. A set of queries is considered suspicious if they could have revealed the sensitive data in part [96] or
in full [11, 97], where the works of [97] and [96] in particular test for syntactically suspicious queries – queries that
could have hypothetically revealed information that would be considered sensitive, making it possible to employ these
techniques to stop leaks before they happen. Auditing techniques have also been developed to verify compliance with
changing access policies [45], or to determine the source of a leak where the leaked data is known [12]. Most of
these techniques, however, rely on having an explicit classification of the sensitive or leaked data, either as a query,
or access control policy (e.g., [165]). In each of these cases, insiders authorized by the access control policy or with
legitimate reasons to access the sensitive data are immune to scrutiny. Our approach automatically infers each user’s
expected access pattern, making it possible to detect threats from users who have legitimate access to sensitive data.
The approach in [12] has no such restriction, but is rather a forensic tool that compares a log of queries against a
dataset that has already been leaked. This approach is complimentary to ours.
Statistical machine learning. Our problem should benefit from existing anomaly/outlier detection solutions. However, the widespread availability of massive amounts of digitized data in almost every imaginable application domain
has added many new challenging facets to the basic anomaly detection problem, in addition to the intrinsic difficulty of
the problem. For example, network intrusion detection and anomalous computerized stock trades require the anomalies to be detected in milli- (or even nano-) second time scale [42, 129, 151]. Credit card fraud and insurance fraud
detection need algorithms to operate on giant data sets [21, 51]. Stealthy worm/virus propagation detection requires
highly distributive machine learning algorithms [10, 155]. Botnet detection requires a fundamentally new set of tools
and techniques [15, 52].
There are several nice surveys on anomaly detection from a security viewpoint [26, 63, 129]. There are also good
references from a machine learning security angle [17, 18]. Textbooks have been written about statistical outlier
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detection techniques, which are useful for security-related anomaly detection [16, 140]. The reader is referred to the
above surveys and books for further background information on statistical machine learning methods for anomaly
detection. All of the existing works with specific application domains in mind (databases, networks, credit card fraud)
derived models geared toward solving a particular domain-specific problem and with respect to available training
and test data sets. We expect our proposed research to follow the same path. Coming up with statistical models
which can capture the intrinsic structure of a new problem domain is absolutely non-trivial, requiring new insights
both mathematically and problem-domain specifically. Adopting “off-the-shelf” models does not work as there is a
non-trivial barrier for trying to adapt IDS solutions [14, 89].
One of the most challenging aspects of anomaly detection is the unavailability of (plenty of) anomalous data points.
For this reason, supervised learning algorithms are much less effective than they can be otherwise. To take advantage
of supervised learning still, fault/anomalous injection methods were proposed for some problem domains [9,154,159].
Semi-supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms were also designed for this problem with limited scope [38,39].
Recently, the authors in [99] evaluated the effectiveness of several machine learning algorithms (one-class SVM [144],
support vector data description [157], fast adaptive mean shift [35]) in detecting role-based masquerading in document
control systems with some notable results; however, their evaluation and validation steps were based on synthetic data
and thus the methods’ generalization capability is not conclusive.
There are a number of important statistical and learning techniques that prove useful for an anomaly detection
problem. Transfer learning is an umbrella term for statistical methods that enable the borrowing of statistical strength
from one subproblem or subpopulation to another. This viewpoint is also particularly useful for our detection problem,
as we shall elaborate later, since there are common substructures being shared across different types of attacks, as
well common normal access behaviors across different users in an organization. For unsupervised learning, this can
typically be achieved by hierarchical and graphical modeling methods [69, 84, 169]. The modeling of complex and
structured data using mixture models and their hierarchical and nonparametric extensions has seen much progress
recently (see [62] for a survey).
From a security perspective, various machine learning frameworks have been proposed to detect intrusions, which
can be classified (as done in [41]) into host based, or network based methods. Host based methods can extract features
from system calls generated by programs or users (see [39, 47, 64, 83, 149] and references thereof), or even from key
strokes [78, 79] and other GUI features [136]. Network intrusion detection has a large literature. For representative
surveys and results, see [70, 85, 146, 147].
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Prior NSF Supports

Prof. Ngo was the PI of an NSF CAREER Award entitled “Designs and Analysis of WDM Switching Architectures” (CCF-0347565, Feb 2004 – Feb 2009). The project developed a complexity model, constructions, and routing
algorithms for multi-channel switching networks. The project has produced 13 journal papers (including papers in
IEEE/ACM Trans. on Networking and SIAM J. Comput.), and 30 conference papers (including INFOCOM, DSN,
SODA, RAID), among others. Notable results include the solution to an 18-year-old open problem in the complexity of multirate distribution networks. He was co-PI on a recent NSF grant entitled “Collaborative Research: Sparse
Approximation: Theory and Extensions” (CCF-1161196, Jul 2012 – Jul 2015).
Prof. Upadhyaya’s prior NSF supports are 1) IIS-0916612, TC: Small: Online Privacy and Senior Citizens:
A Socio-Technical Multi-Perspective Framework for Trustworthy Operations, H.R. Rao (PI), S. Upadhyaya and S.
Bagchi-Sen (Co-PIs), 2009-13, resulted in seven journal and 11 conference papers; 2) DUE-0830814, SFS (Scholarship Track): An Interdisciplinary Information Assurance Curriculum, S. Upadhyaya (PI), H.R. Rao, T. Cusick,
M. Bartholomew (Co-PIs), 2008-12, supported 11 SFS scholars (including one minority and two women) and resulted in two journal and four conference papers; 3) CNS-0420448, Women and Cyber Security: Gendered Tasks
and (In)equitable Outcomes, H.R. Rao (PI), S. Upadhyaya and S. Bagchi-Sen (co-PIs), 2004-08, resulted in nine
publications (including several IEEE Journals and Transactions).
Prof. Nguyen’s recent prior NSF supports are 1) SI2-SS1: Real-Time Large-Scale Parallel Intelligent CO2 Data
Assimilation System; PI: A. M. Michalak; NSF award details: OCI 1047871; 9/2010–8/31/2014. Thus far the project
has supported two graduate students, and yielded two publications, two under review for journal publications and several published abstracts. 2) Distributed Detection Algorithms and Stochastic Modeling for Large Monitoring Sensor
Networks; PI: X. Nguyen; NSF award details: CCF 1115769; 8/1/2011 – 7/31/2014. This project develops a computational and statistical framework that integrates the distributed computation and communication constraints of the
underlying network infrastructure with flexible stochastic modeling and fast computation with spatiotemporal data.
Thus far the project has yielded two publications, one journal paper under review, and several published abstracts.
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Collaboration Plan

This Medium proposal spans two academic institutions and one major financial institution (M&T bank), consisting
of four investigators, two consultants and a number of graduate and undergraduate students. This section describes the
investigator/consultant capabilities and their roles, the coordination mechanisms across all the investigators/consults,
cross-institution scientific integration and a detailed work plan and project milestones.
Investigator credentials and their roles. PI Ngo has worked extensively on combinatorial group testing, switching
networks, and algorithms with a focus on database join algorithms. In group testing, he and co-authors discovered
several methods for disjunct matrix constructions which are also highly error-tolerant and efficiently decodable in sublinear time [68, 103, 104, 106, 113, 114]. In switching networks, he developed a complexity model for multi-channel
switching networks, proved asymptotically optimal and near-optimal bounds for many classes of multi-channel switching networks [43, 101, 102, 105, 108, 110, 111, 119, 167], and devised new techniques for switching network blocking
analysis [100, 107, 109, 115–118, 120, 166]. The paper [118] received the best paper award at COCOON’2008. More
closely related to this project, he has also been working on several network security problems: combinatorial models
for insider threat detection and mitigation, along with developing practical GUI-based tools [31, 32, 32, 53, 57, 94], and
modeling and analyzing Internet worm and botnet propagation [54–56, 58]. The paper [112] received the best paper
award at the 31th ACM SIGMOD-SIGACT-SIGART Symposium on Principles of Database Systems (PODS 2012).
The paper gives the first known worst-case optimal algorithm for one of the most important and classic problems
in databases: computing the join of an arbitrary set of input relations. PI Ngo will work primarily on the statistical
modeling part of the research, but will contribute to the task of modeling and detecting attacks spanning over time and
the overall system evaluation and validation.
PI Upadhyaya is the Director of the NSA- (National Security Agency) and DHS-certified Center of Excellence
in Information Assurance at UB. He has worked on user-level anomaly detection [33], [160], threat modeling and
assessment [32], protecting documents from insider attacks [131], malware detection [27], [29], data/applications
security [28] and human centered security [141]. He has participated in panels and international conferences and
edited several books. His work on malware detection got the best paper award at IEEE MALWARE 2007 [29]. In
2009, he co-edited a book entitled “Annals of Emerging Research in Information Assurance, Security and Privacy
Services”, published by Elsevier. He is co-founder of the Workshop on Secure Knowledge Management, which has
been held every other year since 2004. His research has been funded by NSF, DARPA, AFRL, NSA/ARDA, IBM and
Intel Corporation. PI Upadhyaya will work primarily on the threat modeling part of this project but will contribute to
the prototype development, system evaluation and validation.
PI Kennedy’s research interests include probabilistic databases and uncertainty, realtime analytics, and security
issues. In probabilistic databases he has focused primarily on the usability of probabilistic databases, both by reducing
the learning curve (Fuzzy Prophet [76]), and by enabling broader applications of probabilistic databases (PIP and
Jigsaw [74, 77]). More closely related to this project, he has developed monitoring systems for low-impact validation
of correctness and security properties in routing protocols [137]. He was also a primary contributor to the DBToaster
project [13, 73], where he led the development of a tool for performing complex realtime analytics over long-lived,
rapidly changing data. PI Kennedy will work primarily on dealing with dynamic databases, system efficiency, and any
systems issues that arise during prototype development.
PI Nguyen’s research interests are in computational and statistical modeling, machine learning and optimization
methods for detection with structured data and distributed systems [67, 123, 126–128, 133, 134]. His work on decentralized detection algorithms was awarded the 2007 IEEE Signal Processing Society’s Young author best paper
award [125], and the ICML’s best paper award [124]. He is also interested in statistical modeling based on hierarchical and graphical models, infinite dimensional function spaces and stochastic processes [121, 122]. PI Nguyen has
considerable experience working with real world applications involving texts, images, electronic signals and systems.
He will work on the statistical modeling and algorithms that incorporate the structures existing in databases and threat
models.
Consultants Eric Ayotte and Manish Gupta from M&T bank have expertise in intrusion detection and analysis
and have been working in this area for the past 15 years. They will work with the investigators of the project and
supervise students working on the system evaluation, provide data for testing the software, and attend meetings as
required for the progress of the project. Eric Ayotte is currently the Vice President and Manager of Network Security
at M&T Bank. He and his team will assist in conducting penetration testing and red-teaming exercises, and provide
the logistics for evaluation and prototype development.
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Management and cross-discipline scientific integration. This project integrates ideas from statistics, machine
learning, algorithms, databases and security to address the problem of insider threats in databases. It brings together
computer science, engineering, statistics and information science disciplines. Three of the four investigators are with
the computer science and engineering department at SUNY Buffalo and the fourth investigator is with the statistics
department at University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. The two consultants are from M&T Bank, where Eric is currently
the Vice President and Manager of Network Security.
This project plans to support three PhD students at Buffalo and one PhD student at University of Michigan. Each
investigator will work closely with a student to address the various components of the research and will meet in
a group at least twice a month or as needed. Because of the tight interaction needed among statistics, machine
learning, algorithms, databases and security, frequent cross-institution meetings will be necessary between Buffalo
and University of Michigan, and occasionally with M&T team. These meetings will be held mostly through Skype
conferences. We have also included budget to facilitate team members’ travel between M&T site, SUNY at Buffalo
and University of Michigan about twice a year.
As M&T headquarter is located in Buffalo we anticipate many physical meetings with the consultants on and
off SUNY at Buffalo campus. Several such meetings have already been held in 2012 when we were writing this
proposal. Considering the small size of the research team, yearly workshops are not deemed necessary, however,
student exchange will be necessary across institutions. PI Nguyen and his students will closely work on improving the
feature extraction and modeling parts, and will need to examine the data at M&T site thoroughly. We have allocated
sufficient travel funds in this project, a part of which will be used toward student travel as needed. A common shared
space on the Internet (such as Dropbox, Google Docs, Assembla) will be created for efficient exchange of project
related documents and files. A modest amount is allocated for consultant services in order to compensate for the extra
time of the two consultants of this project.
Work plan and milestones. We will roughly follow the order of the four thrusts presented in the Introduction
section. In particular, year 1/2/3 is planned for solving problems pertaining to Thrust 1/2/3. Problems in Thrust 4
concerning prototype development, evaluation, and system efficiency issues are done throughout the years. The final
year is for integration.
Year 1. We will start with designing threat-specific soft classifiers using (nested) hierarchical and mixture models.
The fact that hierarchical and mixture models are much more expressive in capturing different organizational roles
(thus with different data access patterns) that a single employee might hold at M&T is expected to significantly improve
the false positive rates of the preliminary models in [94]. We will evaluate the baseline models using a relatively static
database, which is a HRM (Human Resources) database at M&T bank (DB1 in our description). The main threat
models used for evaluation are data harvesting, role masquerading, and privilege escalation which we will define and
develop extending the outline shown in our prior work [94].
In this phase of the project, we will also gather and pre-process data from the HRM database and the CRM (CashManagement Wire Transfer) database (DB2 in our description), and anonymize the data (yet retain the statistical
patterns) so that students can also work offsite with the data. We will build a prototype software component that
allows for our insider threat detection engine to interact with the databases.
Year 2. In order to improve the baseline models, and in particular to address the tension between false positive and
false negative rates, we will integrate domain knowledge into our models in the second year. Year 2 will be spent
on developing the threat models, algorithms, and the system prototype and its seamless integration with the tool(s) at
M&T bank, and conducting experiments for a more realistic validation of our models and algorithms. In particular,
we will learn from the dozen or so security audit tools already available at M&T to build our own GUI for the software
prototype. It is of crucial importance that we work with M&T security team to build a taxonomy of threat models
including known attacks, red-team attacks, and speculative future attacks. The threat models and penetration tests
are then used to evaluate our system, and at the same time used to tune our models’ parameters. Year 2 will also be
spent on carving a deeper understanding of the nature of the data; in particular, much more mathematically involved
statistical modeling of the problem will be performed.
Year 3. More detailed experiments will be conducted in this phase to address stealthy attacks and collaborative
attacks. The target database, the CRM (Cash Management – Wire) database, will be very dynamic in nature. A new
set of feature extraction algorithms and data-dynamic models are to be designed and evaluated. We expect that the
statistical models and lessons learned from Year 1 and Year 2 will be integral in addressing the dynamic-database case.
The results obtained from this task will be used to refine our threat models and algorithms so that we can develop a
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well-tested and validated prototype for possible field deployment.
Year 4. Finally, the last year will be spent on tuning all models, elaborate red-teaming exercises, integrate tightly the
prototype software and the statistical models. A summary of the various research tasks and the project milestones is
given in Figure 1.

Project Activities & Deliverables

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Inst.
Thrust 1. Statistical Modeling

-

Feature extraction, Machine learning

BM

Models, Algorithms, prototyping

BM

Optimization, refinement

All

9-12

1-6

7-12

1-6

Thrust 2. Domain Knowledge Integration
Simple attacks

BF

Advanced threats

BMF

Integration, Refinement

BMF

Thrust 3. Dynamic Databases
Temporal actions

B

Contextual features

B

Optimization, refinements

BF

Thrust 4. Evaluation
Collection and compilation of data

All

Experiments, prototyping

All

Model training, re-building

All

Persistent Activities
Publish progress (Website)

B

Publish Progress (Conference)

BM

Publish Results (Journal)

BM

Knowledge to Classrooms

BM

Involve Students

All

Institutions: B: Buffalo, M: Michigan, F: Financial institution; All: All institutions

Figure 1: Work Plan and Project Milestones
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